Integrated CPL – Gondia
Frequently Asked Question’s

Your worldwide training partner of choice
1. **What is the eligibility criteria?**

The required eligibility criteria for Integrated CPL programme is as follows:

- Aged between 17 to 32
- Be of Indian nationality, or hold an Overseas Citizenship of India
- Candidate should pass Physics, Mathematics & English in (10+2) exam or equivalent to 10+2 with minimum score of 55% individually in Physics & Mathematics.
- Possess a valid Indian Class II medical certificate / CA Form 35 issued by DGCA Doctor (prior to assessment stage)
- Hold a valid DGCA-issued Class 1 medical certificate with no limitations (prior to course induction date)
- Be fluent in English – both written and verbal
- Be in good physical condition with appropriate weight and height
- Self-declaration by candidate that he/she is not under any medication or possess any mental health issues

2. **What is the selection process?**

**Application verification:**

We will review applications and assess whether the eligibility criteria for the programme has been met. Successful candidates will be invited to the assessment center.

**Online Assessment test (CAE Aircrew Selection System (CASS):**

This assessment day will cover:

- A dynamic multi-task test
- A multiple-choice test of technical reasoning
- Academic, mathematical and technical capacity
- Computer-based testing
- Pilot aptitude, including hand/eye co-ordination, motor skills and spatial awareness

3. **What is the requirement if my 10+2 (PCM) or equivalent results are awaited?**

If the result of 10+2 (PCM) or equivalent are awaited then kindly email the filled application form, class II medical assessment certificate issued by DGCA or class II CA form 35 issued by doctor and the payment receipt of Rs.1000. The registration shall be considered as conditional registration and will be allowed for assessment (CASS) only after receipt of 10+2 (Math, Physics & English) or equivalent and shall meet all the course eligibility criteria. In case of any pending documents, to be updated before the start of assessment failing which shall not be permitted to attend the assessment session.
4. **What documents to be submitted if DGCA Class II medical process is completed?**

If DGCA Class II medical process is completed, please email the filled application form and a soft copy of medical certificate (Class II medical assessment & CA form 35 issued by DGCA doctor) along with the mark sheet of education (10th, 10+2 (PCM) or Equivalent) as mentioned in the eligibility criteria. Also request you to process Class I medical requirement (If already completed share a soft copy along with the above said documents).

5. **In case if DGCA Class II medical process is pending, what is the process to obtain medical certificate?**

The list of doctors for the said medical process is attached in email for your ready reference. Prior to the registration in to the said program, you must undergo Class II medical process from any approved doctor and should submit at least a soft copy of CA form 35 issued by doctor and subsequently must submit class I & II medical assessment certificate upon receipt from DGCA failing which shall not be permitted to induct for the said program.

6. **Are there any registration processing fee that needs to be paid?**

A Payment of INR 1000 to be paid towards registration processing fee. Please deposit the amount in the below mentioned account details. After successful transaction, share the payment acknowledgement receipt along with all other documents as mentioned.

**Bank account details for payment of INR 1000 towards application registration:**

- **Name:** CAE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED - CASS
- **Account No.:** 073-337016-002
- **Type of Account:** Current
- **Bank (Branch) Address:** The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited,
  India No - 7, M.G.Road Bangalore KARNATAKA-560001
- **IFSC CODE:** HSBC0560002
- **Swift Code:** HSBCINBB

- Payment once made is neither refundable nor transferable under any circumstances.
- Payment should be either through RTGS/NEFT/Wire transfer/Net banking.

**Important Note:** All payments made towards application processing fee, assessment fee, admission confirmation and further installment payments for the training held at CAE - National Flying Training Institute to be initiated from the banks / financial institutions operate in India region only. The said payments should be either through RTGS/NEFT/Wire transfer/Net banking. The payment made will be scrutinized and in case of any deviation from the said policy, the services are liable for immediate termination and dismissal of admission from Commercial Pilot License Training Programme.
7. When will my induction be after I have successfully enrolled?

Batch induction date will be notified after successful completion of screening and is subject to change based on number of candidates succeed in the selection process. The batch division is strictly based on number of candidates selected in the selection process and will be decided as agreed and approved by CAE – NFTI Selection Council.

8. Do I have to declare my past application history?

If you are already enrolled in the past and were found unsuccessful in the selection process, request to mention the date and stage of previous attempt without fail. In case of willful misstatement or concealment of any material fact, your services are liable for immediate termination and dismissal.

9. Do I have to produce a Class 1 medical before I enroll?

It is mandatory to complete and clear Class I medical process before course induction. Kindly submit a copy of Class I CA form 35 and medical assessment certificate before the course induction without fail.

10. What is the requirement for attending virtual CASS assessment?

To attend virtual assessment, please find the below IT requirement:
• Laptop or Desktop with battery backup (Computer with audio system, micro phone and webcam
• Micro soft Teams (To be downloaded)
• Head set / Ear phones
• Good Internet connection

A detailed introduction on CASS assessment and its requirements will be shared by CASS administrator after registration confirmation.